The Association Between Evaluation at Academic Centers and the Likelihood of Expectant Management in Low-risk Prostate Cancer.
To identify factors associated with expectant management (EM) in a large cohort of men with low-risk prostate cancer based on cancer center type (community vs academic). EM, consisting of active surveillance or observation for men with low-risk prostate cancer, is an increasingly recognized management option, given the morbidity and lack of a survival benefit associated with definitive treatment. However, the influence of cancer center type on treatment selection is uncertain. We performed a retrospective analysis of the National Cancer Data Base from 2010 to 2013. Men with low-risk prostate cancer were divided by management strategy into groups consisting of EM or definitive treatment. The association between management strategy and facility type (community vs academic) was characterized using 2-level hierarchical mixed effects logistic regression models. There were 52,417 (57%) men evaluated at community centers and 39,139 men (43%) evaluated at academic centers. Patients evaluated at academic centers were significantly more likely to receive EM than those at community centers (17% vs 8%, P < .001). After adjusting for pertinent covariates, evaluation at an academic vs community facility was independently associated with increased odds of EM utilization (adjusted odds ratio 2.70, 95% confidence interval 2.00-3.66). Fifty-one percent of the total variance was explained by interfacility variation. The likelihood of receiving EM for low-risk prostate cancer was significantly lower in men evaluated at community centers. Further investigation is warranted to elucidate factors that influence the management of low-risk prostate cancer, including individual treatment center patterns.